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disappeared such that by the third transfusion (~�50 days post solpeG) 
normal rbc survival was noted. moreover, ~80% of mice receiving �6 
solpeG exposure (at � week intervals) demonstrated essentially normal 
survival curves with the � transfusion. interestingly, in mice administered 
soluble mpeG following receipt of �-3 mpeG-rbc transfusion, no solpeG 
effect was noted and normal survival of the mpeG-rbc was observed. 
Conclusion: While premature clearance of mpeG-rbc can be seen follow-
ing a single preexposure to soluble peG, this is not antibody (anti-peG) 
mediated. indeed, mice pretreated by �6 challenges with solpeG, demon-
strated minimal impact on mpeG-rbc survival curves. furthermore, pre-
exposure of naïve mice to mpeG-rbc effectively prevented any effect of 
solpeG on circulation time of control or mpeG-rbc. these studies demon-
strate that pre-exposure to mpeG-rbc effectively blocked/inhibited the 
pathway by which solpeG was acting. these data continue to support the 
immunomodulatory effect and potential utility of cellular pegylation.
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Background: although the transfusion of red blood cells (rbcs) are rela-
tively safe, alloimmunization is a concern, with hundreds of minor (non-a/b) 
blood group antigens existing with varying frequencies in different ethnic 
groups. therefore, the immunocamouflage of red blood cell (rbc) surfaces 
may prove to be the most effective solution in solving the issues of alloim-
munization to blood group antigens. previous research has focused on the 
attachment of linear and branched poly(ethylene glycol) chains to success-
fully mask antigenic surface epitopes. the grafting of a hyperbranched 
polyglycerol (HpG) to red blood cell surfaces and the corresponding physi-
cal properties and antigenic masking profiles of the modified cells are pre-
sented. Methods: HpG containing succinimide groups were grafted onto 
rbc surfaces via reaction with amine groups present on lysine residues. 
efficiency of rbc surface coverage was determined by a number of tech-
niques, including electrophoresis, phase partitioning (using dextran/peG 
buffer phases), optical microscopy, and flow cytometry. toxicity of the HpGs 
was determined by cell lysis, lipid peroxidation, hemoglobin oxidation, and 
osmotic fragility. Results: HpGs of varying molecular weights (3 kDa to 
50 kDa) were grafted to rbcs. the degree of successful grafting was con-
firmed by a slowing in the electrophoretic mobility of the rbcs and the 
change in the preferred phase (from dextran to peG buffer). efficacy of HpG 
grafting was found to be a function of molecular weight, concentration, and 
the number of available succinimide groups. the toxicity of the process was 
very low, even at high HpG concentrations. Conclusions: the use of poly-
glycerols as grafted polymers is of particular interest due to the dense, highly 
branched nature of the polymer which may result better protection of surface 
antigens on the red cell surface. as expected, good blood compatibility was 
observed, and it is hoped that further functionality will be incorporated onto 
the blood cell through HpGs by adding functional groups such as biomol-
ecules via the hydroxyl groups available on the outside of the HpGs.
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Background: prevention of immunological rejection of allogeneic cells is of 
crucial importance in transfusion medicine. to this end, the immunocamou-
flage of donor cells via covalent grafting of methoxypolyethylene glycol 
(mpeG; peGylation) has emerged as a promising technology. While previ-
ous studies on red blood cells (rbc) demonstrated decreased antigenicity 
and immunogenicity of the modified human and murine rbc in vitro and in 
vivo, the underlying biophysical mechanisms are poorly understood. 
Methods: to elucidate the biophysical mechanisms of biological protection, 
an aliphatic amine polystyrene latex model was used to quantify the effects 
of polymer size and density on electrophoretic mobility and protein adsorp-
tion. specific protein adsorption was further investigated using isobaric tags 

for relative and absolute quantification labeling followed by mass spectrom-
etry analysis (itraQ/ms). Results: peGylation of latex particles with suc-
cinimidyl carbonate-mpeG (scmpeG) resulted in a molecular weight (mW) 
and concentration dependent camouflage of surface charge. at a grafting 
concentration of 0.2 mm scmpeG, electrophoretic mobility decreased by 
�6.��8.8 and 73.26.2% for the 2 and 20 kDa polymers relative to control 
beads. increasing the scmpeG grafting concentration to 2 mm further 
enhanced surface charge camouflage for the 2, but not 20, kDa polymer as 
mobility decreased by 54.423.5 and 85.44.8%, respectively. interestingly, 
human plasma adsorption to the latex surface, while significantly decreased 
by all polymer sizes, was most effectively attenuated by the low molecular 
weight mpeGs. While bare latex adsorbed �59.9��.0 protein/cm latex, 
0.5 mm grafting concentrations of 2, 5 and 20 kDa scmpeG resulted in 
adsorption of 24.36.2, 54.0�0.� and 70.4�6.6 ng protein/cm latex (respec-
tively). only at higher grafting concentrations (≥2 mm) did the three polymer 
sizes demonstrate equivalent adsorption characteristics. analysis of the 
bound plasma proteins by itraQ/ms further illuminated the efficacy of 
surface peGylation. of note, the abundance of adsorbed complement and 
coagulation proteins was decreased in an mpeG-dose dependent manner 
on the modified latex. Conclusions: the immunocamouflage of cell sur-
faces by polymer grafting involves biophysical mechanisms including charge 
camouflage and the prevention of surface-macromolecule interactions. 
these effects in turn are influenced by polymer size and density. by under-
standing these relationships we can improve the immunomodulation of 
donor cells.
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Background: red cells used in immunohematology assays are restricted 
by their natural phenotype and membrane characteristics. more recently a 
technology has been developed which allows for the attachment of a large 
variety of specific carbohydrates, peptides and other structures to the 
surface of cells – known as fsl cell surface coating (KoDetm technology). 
fsl constructs are water dispersible and consist of three components; a f 
functional head group, a s spacer and a l diacyl lipid tail. this technology 
allows users to introduce novel antigen profiles or characteristics at the 
membrane surface of cells. Methods: fsl constructs were synthesised 
bearing carbohydrates, peptides, and fluorophores. one part (0.05 ml) of 
fsl construct � mg/ml and one part of packed red cells were combined, 
mixed and incubated at 37°c for 2 hours, washed and then analysed for the 
presence of constructs by direct-indirect agglutination and fluorescence 
serological methods. Results: in all cases red cells were shown to be able 
to be precisely labelled with serologically detectable fsl construct. red  
cells were modified to carry abo, H, lewis, acquired-b, the animal antigen 
Galili, hyaluronic acid, fluorophores and blood group peptides (miltenberger). 
Conclusion: fsl cell surface coating technology allows for the creation  
of red cells expressing controlled levels of normal and/or novel antigens  
or structures. such cells can be used for quality control, specialised anti- 
body screening and identification panels and have potential for novel future 
applications.
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Background: the cartwright (Yt) blood group system comprises two anti-
thetical antigens, Yta and Ytb, that represent a His353asn amino acid  
substitution in acetyl cholinesterase on red cells. Yta is a high-prevalence 


